
Sew cherry pit cushion cloud
Instructions No. 2012
 Difficulty: Advanced
 Working time: 3 Hours

You are having a baby or you know someone who is pregnant and you need a present for the birth? Our self-sewn cloud is
an ideal gift. It is sweet and can be personalized with the name of the child if desired. But also simply for yourself or for a
child to cuddle and warm up, our sweet cloud is ideal. It is easy to use even for sewing beginners.

This is how the warming cloud is sewn:
Print out the template. The template already includes a seam allowance of 1 cm all around 

Transfer the pattern per pillow 1x to the plush fabric and 1x to that and Cotton fabric cut it to size. Make
sure to use the pattern mirror-inverted once so that the two parts can be sewn together later 

If desired, sew from the Cotton fabric one day. For this you need a strip of fabric that is twice as long as
the flag should be and four times as wide. Fold the long sides to the middle to mark the middle. Now
unfold your piece of fabric again. Now fold the long sides left to left to this middle. Next, fold one long
side over the other so that all unsightly edges are inside. Now place two seams along the long sides.
Now the tag can be folded in the middle and worked in during the sewing process.

Embroider the face of the cloud by hand on the plush fabric. Now place the fabrics right sides together and pin them
together if necessary. If a tag is to be sewn on, place it inwards between the fabrics. Sew the cloud all around with a
straight stitch. Leave a turning opening at first 

Turn the cloud around and insert a cherry stone inlet. Now close the turning opening by hand. The best way to do this
is with a magic seam. Already the sweet warm cloud is ready!

https://www.vbs-hobby.at/en/sewing-encyclopaedia-t2205/


Article number Article name Qty
11397 Plush fabric "Lambskin"Beige 1
11398 Plush fabric "Lambskin"Light grey 1
392693-02 Cotton fabric "Stars Pastel"Blue 1
392693-04 Cotton fabric "Stars Pastel"Old Pink 1
234399 Cherry pit ticking, square 1
360340 Prym embroidery needle assortment, with lace 1

Article information:

https://www.vbs-hobby.at/en/newsletter/
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